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8 Reasons Why Your Traffic is Running Away [Infographic]. T his infographic provides 8 common mistakes designers /
developers make when designing a site and how to fix them. All good advice in my .... The quickest way to frustrate a website
visitor is to make your content hard to find. Logically organize your website, and put destinations like the .... Did you know that
that 40% of web visitors never return to a website after a bad browsing experience? Businesses by and large have come to
understand the .... Attracting a potential customer is hard enough. Grabbing their interest and retaining them is even more
difficult. It's important to design your site so that.. The people over at KISSmetrics have provided us with this interesting
infographic about what makes someone leave a website. The infographic is structured.. Attracting a potential customer is hard
enough. Grabbing their interest and retaining them is even more difficult. It's important to design your site so that user ...

What Makes Someone Leave a Website [Infographic]. One of the main goals of running a website is to actually get people to
visit. And once they visit, you want .... Attracting a potential customer is hard enough. Grabbing their interest and retaining
them is even more difficult. It's important to design your site so that user .... 8 Reasons Behind Why People Are Leaving Your
Website [Infographic] ... So while we understand it, our users can't make heads or tails of it and may even .... There are 8
mistakes in designing a website, each one increasing the possibility of a potential customer leaving due to frustration. This
infographic clear.. It is estimated that the average customer will check back on a site, ultimately visiting up to FIVE times
before they choose to make a purchase. Is .... ... user turn-offs. This infographic illustrates the key turn-offs for website users. ...
Source: What Makes Someone Leave A Website? Tagged as: .... One of the main goals of running a website is to actually get
people to visit. And once they visit,…. Discover ideas about Web Design Trends. Check out this infographic from Kissmetrics
to see the many different reasons why people leave websites – then .... Here is an infographic to give you a proper understanding
of website users and why they don't stay on your website. visitors leave your website .... What makes a bad website? In my
experience it comes down to two things: lack of a clear vision for the site and not thinking of the end user.. Attracting a
potential customer is hard enough. Grabbing their interest and retaining them is even more difficult. It's important to design
your site so that user .... Let's take a look at some major reasons why people leave a website and, ... Neil Patel's infographic,
“What Makes Someone Leave A Website:”.. KISSmetrics made an interesting infographic, showing eight reasons why people
leave a website and adding tips to avoid it. We added a few more so you can ...
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